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Calcolo delle variazioni. — On integral representation, relaxation and homogeniza-
tionfor unbounded junctionals. Nota di LUCIANO CARBONE e RICCARDO D E ARCANGELIS, 

presentata (*) dal Socio E. Magenes. 

ABSTRACT. — A theory of integral representation, relaxation and homogenization for some types of vari
ational functionals taking extended real values and possibly being not finite also on large classes of regular 
functions is presented. Some applications to gradient constrained relaxation and homogenization problems 
are given. 

KEY WORDS: Integral representation; Relaxation; Homogenization. 

RIASSUNTO. — Sulla rappresentazione integrale, il rilassamento e l'omogeneizzazione di funzionali non limita
ti. Si presenta una teoria della rappresentazione integrale, rilassamento ed omogeneizzazione per alcune 
famiglie di funzionali variazionali a valori reali estesi, anche non finiti su ampie classi di funzioni regolari. Si 
forniscono alcune applicazioni a problemi di rilassamento ed omogeneizzazione con vincoli sul gradiente. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this Note we present some topics of a theory of integral representation for some 
types of variational functionals taking extended real values, and possibly being not finite 
also on large classes of regular functions, that we tried to develop in order to frame in a 
general context some classes of relaxation and homogenization problems in Calculus of 
Variations. 

The model functional we consider comes from some gradient constrained variation
al problems in elastic-plastic torsion theory and electrostatics (cf. for example [12, 

14,16]) and is of the type # »-» \f(Vu)dx, where Q is a regular bounded open subset of 
Q 

Rn, u varies in a space of functions having gradients and fis a Borei function on Rn tak
ing its values in [0, + oo ]. We observe explicitly that, from a variational point of view, 
the admissibility of the value + oo in the range of/is equivalent to the consideration of 
the pointwise constraint Vu(x) e {z eRn : f{z) < + °° } for a.e. x e Q on the gradients 
of the admissible functions. 

When / is just real valued, problems of semicontinuity, relaxation and homogeniza
tion for such functionals are well studied in literature also in more general settings (cf. 
for example [1-3,5,9,13,15]) and are approached also by using abstract characteriza
tions of the real valued functionals, depending on an open set Q and a function u, that 
can be described as integrals of the type considered. 

On the contrary when the functionals are admitted to take the value + oo also on 
bounded sets of regular functions, i.e. they are what we call unbounded functionals, 
such characterizations are no more available in literature, unless in some particular cas
es (cf. [8] where functionals taking the value 0 and 4- oo only are studied). 

(*) Nella seduta del 7 febbraio 1997. 
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For such functional we first prove some abstract integral representation results on 
various sets of functions under different sets of assumptions. 

We prove the adequacy of our abstract theory by obtaining several new results ex
tending some classical ones concerning gradient constrained relaxation (cf. [13] where 
the constraint is a ball) and the more advanced ones concerning gradient constrained 
homogenization (cf. [7] where the constraint is described by a bounded nonnegative 
function). 

Moreover the constructed general frame lets us to enlighten some apparently new 
phenomena (see Theorem 4 and Example 5). 

Eventually we emphasize that the homogenization results are directly related to the 
previously recalled elastic-plastic torsion theory (cf. [2,12]). 

2. RESULTS AND COMMENTS 

One of the integral representation results we prove concerns functionals defined in 
Sobolev spaces. 

For every bounded open set Qy p G [1, -f oo ] we consider a functional F(Q, '): 
W\Q'c

p(Rn)—» [0, +oo] and introduce the following conditions (for every z G Rn, 
x0 G Rn, r > 0 we set uz : x G Rn >->z 'X and denote by Qr (x0) the open cube of Rn with 
faces parallel to the coordinate planes centred in x0 and with sidelength r) 

(1) F(Q, uz + c) = F(Q, uz ) for every bounded open set Q , z G Rn , c G R, 

(2) F(Q-x0,uz(-+x0))=F(Q,ux) 

for every bounded open set Q , z G Rn , x0 G Rn , 

(3) F(Quu)^F(Q2,u) 

whenever Q1, Q2 are bounded open sets with Q x ç Q2 , u G Wi*^ (Rn ) , 

(4) F(Quu) +F(Q2,u) ^F{Qx\JQ2yu) 

whenever Qly Q2 are disjoint bounded open sets, u G W\<£ (Rn ) , 

(5) F{QlVQ2yu)^F{Quu) +F(Q2>u) 

whenever Q l, Q2 are bounded open sets, u G W\0'C
P (Rn ) , 

(6) F(Q, u) = sup {F(A, u) : A open set, A ç Q) 

for every bounded open set Q, us W\0'c
p (Rn ) , 

(7) hmsup r-nF(Qr(x0),u) ^ F(Q1(x0)yu(x0) + V«(x0)•(•-*<>)) 

for every u G ^ / (R" ), x0 a.e. in JJ* , 

(8) for every bounded open set Q F{Q, •) is sequentially weakly-Wì,p {Q) 

(weakly* -W1, œ (Q) ifp = +o°) -lower semicontinuous , 

(9) F(Q2,u) ^ F(Qlfu) whenever Qx, Q2 are bounded open sets with 

&JÇ&2, | f l 2 \ f l ! | = 0 , ue'W&*(R"). 
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THEOREM 1. Let / > G [ 1 , +00]. For every bounded open set Q let F(Q, •): 
Wl'c

p(Rn)-> [0, +00] be a functional verifying (l)-(9), then there exists / : Rn —> 
-» [0, +00] convex and lower semicontinuous such that 

(10) F(Q, u) = lf(Vu)dx for every bounded open set Q, u e W&? (Rn). 
Q 

Converselyj given / : R*-» [0, +00] convex, lower semicontinuous and defined, for 
every bounded open set Q, the functional F{Q, •) by (10), it turns out that conditions 
(l)-(9) are fulfilled by F 

In the case of functional defined in BV-spaces we consider for every bounded open 
set Q a functional F(Q, • ): BVioc (R

n) —> [0, + 00 ]? then, having in mind the Goffman-
Serrin formula that naturally extends the right-hand side of (10) to J3V-functions, we 
look for necessary and sufficient conditions on the family {F(Q, • ) : Q bounded open 
set} to deduce integral representation results of the type 

( i l ) F(fl ,«) = | / ( V « ) i c + \fœ(^^r)d\DSu\ 

for every bounded open set Q, u G BV\OC (R" ) , 

where/00 is the recession function off Vu denotes the density of the absolutely contin
uous part of the vector measure Du with respect to Lebesgue measure, Dsu its singular 
part and dDsu/d\Dsu \ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative o£Dsu with respect to the to
tal variation \Dsu\ of Dsu. 

We first observe by means of an example that, in general, conditions analogous to 
the ones proposed in the case of Sobolev spaces are not sufficient in order to achieve an 
integral representation result as in (11), then we introduce the following assumptions, 
the first two replacing (2) and (8), 

(12) F(Q-x0,u(-+x0))=F(Q,u) 

for every bounded open set Q, u e BVìoc {Rn ), x0 G Rn , 

(13) for every bounded open set Q 

F{Q, • ) is sequentially weakly" -BV{Q)-lower semicontinuous, 

(14) for every bounded open set Q F(Q9 • ) is convex 

and prove the following result. 

THEOREM 2. For every bounded open set Q let F(Q, •): BV\oc (R
n) —>[0, + 00 ] be a 

functional verifying (1), (3)-(6) written with BV\oc(R
n) in place ofW\^{Rn)y (7) written 

with Cx{Rn) in place of Wfcf (Rn), (9) and (12)-(14), then there exists f\ RT -» [0, + 00 ] 
convex and lower semicontinuous such that (11) holds. 

Conversely, given f: Rn —-» [0, +00] convex, lower semicontinuous and defined, for 
every bounded open set Q> the functional F{Q> • ) by (11), it turns out that conditions (1), 
(3)-(6) written with BVhc (R

n) in place of Wfc? (Rn), (7) written with C1 {Rn) in place of 
W^c

p{Rn), (9) and (12)-(14) are fulfilled by F 
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Such characterizations are obtained also by making use of fine measure theoretic 
results for increasing set functions, in particular of inner regularity nature, of a blow-up 
condition and of an identification property for unbounded functionals from their values 
on regular functions that we prove in abstract settings. 

By making use of the above characterizations we obtain some gradient constrained 
relaxation results, a particular case of which is the following one relative to Dirichlet 
problems. 

For every subset C of Rn and every/: Rn —» [0, + oo ] we denote by Ic the indicator 
function of C defined by Ic (z) = 0 if z e C and Ic(z) = + <*> if z e Rn \C , by/** the 
bipolar of / by co / the convex envelope of / and by se ~ / the lower semicontinuous 
envelope of / 

THEOREM 3. Let g: Rn —» [0, + &>[ be continuous and verifying \z\ ^ g(z) for every 
ZE.Rn and let C be a convex subset of Rn with C° ^ 0, then for every convex bounded open 
set Q, /3eLœ(Q) 

inf ig(Vu)dx + Ipudx: u e Wfr °° (fl), Vu(x) e C for a.e. xsQ 
Q Q 

= min[|(g + Ic)**(V«)£fe +J((g + I c )**) - (^^ j j |D J « | 

+ f {(g + Ic)**T(-un)dHn-l+ hudx:u<=BV(Q) 
dû Q 

Hn " 1 tó^ the {n — \)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on dQ and n the unit outward vec
tor normal to dQ. 

Theorem 3 relies on some auxiliary results among which the following one is partic
ularly interesting. 

THEOREM 4. Let g: Rn —> [0, + <x>[be continuous and Che a convex subset ofW with 
C° * 0, then 

(15) inf [liminf jg(Vub )dx :{uh}c W^00 (Rn), 

for every i e N V«^ (x) e C for a.e. x e.Q,uj,-+u in weak* -W1, °° (fi) 

= co (se ~ (g + Ic))(Vu)dx for every bounded open set Qy u e W1' °° (f i) . 

Theorem 4 is specified by the following example in which a phenomenon is pointed 
out that does not occur when no constraints are taken into account, i.e. C = Rn ; 
it shows that in some cases in Theorem 4 it may occur (g + Ic)** (z) < co(sc~ (g + Ic))(z) 
for some z G Rn, contrary to what happens in the unconstrained case where 
g** = co(sc~g). 
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Moreover observe that it is always true that (g + Ic)** (z) = se (co (g + Ic))(z) for 
every z e Rn . 

EXAMPLE 5. Let n = 2, C = {(zi, z2) e # 2 : 2i > 0} and let g be defined by 

'1 i f z i ^ O , 

(16) g:(zuZ2)eR2^< 1 -Ziexp(zf ) if 0 < ^ ^ exp ( - z f ) , 

0 if Zi > exp (~z2
2), 

then 

(17) 

(g + Ic)**:(z1,Z2)eR2» 

co(sc-(g + Ic)):(z1,z2)eR2^< 

+ oo if Zl < 0 , 

0 if zi ^ 0 , 

' + oo if Zl < 0 , 

1 if Zi = 0 , 

0 if Zi > 0 . 

REMARK 6. We observe that if C is as in Example 5 and g is given by (16) then 
co(sc~ (g + Ic)) in (17) is convex but not lower semicontinuous. 

By virtue of this and of Theorem 4 it results that for every bounded open set Q the 
functional in the left-hand side of (15) is not even strongly W1,co (Q)-lower semicontin
uous. This feature is due to the presence of an effective constraint, in fact, when 
C = Rn, the left-hand side of (15) turns out to be sequentially weakly*-W1 ' °° (Q)-
lower semicontinuous for every bounded open set Q. 

Relaxation results for nonhomogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann gradient con
strained problems in Sobolev spaces and in BV-spaces are also proved. 

Finally the following homogenization result for Dirichlet problems with constraints 
on the gradient is obtained. 

Let p E ] « , + o° ], let /, cp be functions verifying 

(18) / : (x, z)eRnX Rn .->/(*, z) e [0, + oo [, 

/ ( •, z) measurable and ]0, 1 ["-periodic for every z E Rn
 yf{x, * ) convex for a.e. 

xeRn, 

cp:xeRn *+<p(x) e [0, + » ] , q> ]0, 1 ["-periodic and in I/QO, 1["), 

for every Z E J R " , / ( - , ^ ( - ) Z ) E L 1 ( ] 0 , IP)* 

/h o m : Rn - • [0 , + oo ] be given by 

(19) /h o m(z)=inf, [ / (* , z + Vu)dx:ue Wfcc
p (Rn ), u ]0, l[n -periodic, 

Uo, IF 

\z + Vu(x) | ^ cp{x) for a.e. x E ] 0 , l[n \ for every zeRn 
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and let us introduce the following conditions 

(20) for every z e RTf(;z) e L1 (]0, I P ) , 

(21) for a.e. x e J f / ù , 0) = min/(*, z). 

THEOREM 7. L<tf/, ç? be as in (18), /hom be given by (19) *W, if {zsRn: /hom (z) < 
+ oo }° = fly let us assume that (20) and (21) hold. Then for every bounded open set Q, 
/3eLp'(Q) (p' =p/(p- 1), p ' = 1 ifp= +oo) the values 

(22) min ïf(hx,Vu)dx+ lpudx:u<=Wà>p(Q), \Vu(x)\ ^ cp(hx) for a.e. x e QÌ 

converge to 

(23) minf \fhom(Vu)dx + J jfo<&: « E Wfr °° (fl) 

and the minimizers of the problems in (22) have subsequences converging uniformly in Q to 
minimizers of the problem in (23). 

Again the use of the above mentioned fine inner regularity results allows also an 
analogous study of the homogenization of Neumann gradient constrained prob
lems. 

For sake of semplicity we exposed in this Note only particular cases of results hold
ing in more general contexts. The results in their general form and the proofs will ap
pear in a work of the authors in course of publication. 
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